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Abstract: A trace of an entity is a behavior trajectory of the entity. Periodicity is a frequent phenomenon for the traces of an entity. Finding periodic traces for an entity is essential to understanding the entity behaviors. However, mining periodic traces is of complexity procedure, involving the unfixed period of a trace, the existence of multiple periodic traces, the large-scale events of an entity and the complexity of the model to represent all the events. However, the existing methods can’t offer the desirable efficiency for periodic traces mining. In this paper, Firstly, a graph model(an event relationship graph) is adopted to represent all the events about an entity, then a novel and efficient algorithm, TracesMining, is proposed to mine all the periodic traces. In our algorithm, firstly, the cluster analysis method is adopted according to the similarity of the activity attribute of an event and each cluster gets a different label, and secondly a novel method is proposed to mine all the Star patterns from the event relationship graph. Finally, an efficient method is proposed to merge all the Stars to get all the periodic traces. High efficiency is achieved by our algorithm through deviating from the existing edge-by-edge pattern-growth framework and reducing the heavy cost of the calculation of the support of a pattern and avoiding the production of lots of redundant patterns. In addition, our algorithm could mine all the large periodic traces and most small periodic traces. Extensive experimental studies on synthetic data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
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1 Introduction

An event is something that happens at some specific time. Nowadays, due to the popularity of the internet, an increasing number of events about an entity are reported on web every day. However, since these events are usual scattered and redundant, meaningful information can not be extracted by people, such as a behavior trajectory of an entity which is named a trace.

Periodicity is one of the most common phenomena that these traces show, such as the launch of new products, the product promotion and so on, which are named periodic traces by us. In addition, a periodic trace can be loosely defined as the repetitive events series with several kinds of event relationship between them, such as causal, part of and following relationship etc. Periodic traces can provide an insightful and concise explanation over the long development history of one entity, which are very valuable in the prediction of future events’ happening of an entity.
Unfortunately, mining periodic traces from an entity’s long and noisy history data is a challenge, which includes the following major issues:

Firstly, the period of a trace are usually unfixed. However, in previous work, Li Z [8,10] studied the frequent periodic behaviors for moving objects with the period fixed. Unfortunately, the fixed period is unfit for the periodic trace. For example, the period of the launch of new products is usually varying with the changes of the competitive environment or others factors.

Secondly, the model to represent so large events set is a complex issue. Considering the big scale of the events and the relatively complex relationship between them, a big graph is employed, in which the events are represented as vertices and the events relationship (such as, causal relationship, following relationship etc) are represented as edges. And the big graph is named the event relationship graph of the entity.

At the same times, both the structure of periodic traces and the mining of periodic traces become more complex. The problem of mining periodic traces is transformed into mining frequent subgraph from a big graph. For nowadays, the general methods of frequent subgraph mining from a single graph are based on edge-by-edge (i.e., incremental) pattern-growth [12], which are more fit for a small graph than our big graph with several thousand vertices.

In this paper, the problem of periodic traces mining is solved through the following steps:

Firstly, the cluster analysis method is adopted according to the similarity of the activity attribute of an event and each cluster gets a different label. Secondly, a novel method is proposed to mine all the vertex-edge-vertex patterns from the event relationship graph firstly and then all the Star patterns are mined based on the preceding patterns. Finally, an efficient method is proposed to merge all the Stars to get all the periodic traces of the entity.

In our paper, we address an important problem of mining periodic traces. In our algorithm, high efficiency is achieved through deviating from the existing edge-by-edge pattern-growth framework. At the same time, the heavy cost of the calculation of the support of a pattern is reduced and the production of lots of redundant patterns can be avoided. In addition, our algorithm could mine all the large periodic traces and most small periodic traces.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some related work is discussed. Section 3 gives the problem formulation. Section 4 and section 5 provides an outline of our algorithm to discover the periodic traces. We report our experimental results in Section 6, conclude our study in Section 7.

2 Related Work

At present, some studies [20] about how to organize events and events relationship have been investigated. However, less studies aim to mine some meaningful information from the events data of entities.

An event relationship migration graph was proposed by Zhaoman Zhong in [1] to organize events, in which a typical event is defined as a behavior sequence or a series of state changes.

A concept of event network is proposed by Zongtian Liu [3], which is used to organized the events and the relationship between them in an article.

Christopher C. Yang [4] introduces the concept of event evolution graph in which events are organized by the time sequence, which can help to efficiently browse the whole of event evolution process.

Heng Ji [5] proposes to identify the “centroid entities” which are frequently involved in events and then link the events involving the same centroid entity along a time line. However, no more studies are done based on the work ahead.

Zhenhui Li proposed an concept of periodic behavior in [8,10], which is mined from the spatiotemporal data over a long history and propose a two-stage algorithm, Periodica, to detect
the periods in complex movements and to mine periodic movement behaviors.

Similar to method in literature [3], all events of an entity is firstly linked according to three types of relationships between them. But the difference is that their goal is to create an event ontology but not to mine the meaningful information on the event ontology. However, our main goal is to organize the events of an entity for a long history and to mine the meaningful periodic traces, so much more vertices are involved than [3].

The model of a periodic trace adopted by us is a graph structure which is different from surprising periodic patterns [13] and the periodic behavior in [8,10] which is characterized as a probabilistic model.

SUBDUE [15] is probably the most well-known algorithm for mining frequent subgraphs in a single graph, however, it tends to mine small patterns with high frequency. The SpiderMine algorithm in [7] is proposed to mine top-K largest frequent patterns from a single massive network. SUBDUE and SpiderMine are both approximate algorithms, which aren’t fit for our problem to mine all the periodic traces. Although MoSS is an algorithm to mine the complete pattern set, it suffers from a significantly runtime Complexity issue as the input graph size grows [7,17]. So we propose an efficient method fit for our problem. Our algorithm is to mine the complete pattern set, which achieves its efficiency through reducing the heavy cost of calculation of the support of a pattern and avoiding the production of lots of redundant patterns.

3 Problem Formulation

All the following work is based on the assumption that the event relationship graph $G = (V, E)$ has been established already.

The mining of periodic traces is to mine the periodic events series with three kinds of event relationship from the events data of an entity. With the help of the event relationship graph, the main task of periodic traces mining is now transformed to mine the frequent subgraph from the event relationship graph.

We formally define the notions related with the mining of periodic traces as follows:

**Definition 1 (Event).** An event is something that happens at some specific time, and often some specific place, which is usual a phrase or sentence in the web pages including an activity which is the main word most clearly expressing an event occurrence. Similar to [2], in our paper, the event of an entity is defined as a model $E$ with five attributes, described as follows:

$$E(\text{subject}, \text{activity}, \{\text{object}\}, \text{time}, \{\text{location}\}).$$

Among them, subject, activity and time elements are required.

**Definition 2 (Event Relationship).** The dependent relationship from an event to another is named an event relationship. There are three kinds of relationships that we considered in this paper, which are causal relationship [9], part of relationship and following [19] relationship.

For these three kinds of relationships, we consider an event relationship as a logical dependency between two events.

If an event $e_1$ is a component of an event $e_2$, then there is a part of relationship between $e_2$ and $e_1$.

Besides, if the occurrence of an event $e_2$ always depends on the occurrence of an event $e_1$, then there must be a causal relationship or a following relationship from $e_1$ to $e_2$. If $e_1$ surely leads to the occurrence of $e_2$, then there is a causal relationship between $e_1$ and $e_2$. The rest are following relationships in which $e_2$ always occurs after $e_1$. 
**Definition 3** (Event Relationship Graph). Event relationship graph is to link all the events of an entity according to the relationship between them. An event relationship graph is denoted as a directed graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ are the vertices representing events and $E$ are the directed edges representing event relationships. A fragment of an event relationship graph is shown in Fig 1, in which $R_c$ represents causal relationship, $R_f$ represents part of relationship and $R_p$ represents part of relationship.

**Definition 4** (Trace). A trace is denoted as a directed graph $G^* = (V^*, E^*)$, which represents a behavior trajectory of the entity.

**Definition 5** (Periodic Trace). A periodic trace is also denoted as a directed graph $G^t = (V^t, E^t)$ composed of periodically happening events as the vertices $V^t$ and periodically happening event relationships as the directed edges $E^t$ between vertices $V^t$, where $V^t \in V$, $E^t \in E$. And the support of $G^t$ in $G$ is beyond $\sigma$, $\sigma$ is the minimum support that we set.

The problem of mining periodic traces is to mine all the periodic traces $G^t = (V^t, E^t)$ from an event relationship graph $G$, and the occurrence of $G^t$ in $G$ is beyond $\sigma$.

We will solve the problem in the following sections.

## 4 Find All the Event Classes

![A fragment of an event relationship graph](image)

A fragment of an event relationship graph is shown in Fig 1, in which all the events is represented by its activity attribute. In this section, our main goal is to find all the event classes $EC = \{ec_1, ec_2, \ldots, ec_D\}$ from all the events, $ec_i$ is an event class in which all the events has the similar activity and is represented like $ec_i = \{e_2, e_6, e_j, \ldots, e_n\}$.

In this section, a clustering method is employed. With the help of wordnet, all the events are clustered into groups according to semantic similarity of activity attribute of them, because the activity attribute could most express an event, hence the same kind of events get together and get an identical label, such as A, B etc. We name the events with the similar activity as an event class. For example, a launch event class, a promotion event class etc.
Then the event relationship graph is turned to a labeled directed graph, in which there are three kind of edges labeled as 1, 2, 3 etc.

5 Results and Discussion

In this section, we will describe the periodic trace mining algorithm, TracesMining, which could mine all the periodic traces from the event relationship graph.

The main algorithm of mining periodic traces is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The periodic traces mining algorithm

Require: input all the event classes \( EC = \{ec_1, ec_2, \ldots, ec_D\} \), the event relationship graph \( G \) of an entity, support threshold \( \sigma \).

Ensure: all the periodic traces \( S \).

1: Initialize \( S \leftarrow \Phi \);
2: \( T' \leftarrow \text{MinsMining}(G, EC, \sigma) \);
3: /* mine all the minimum patterns- vertice-edge-vertice;*/
4: \( S' \leftarrow \text{StarsMining}(G,T',\sigma) \);
5: /* mine all the patterns- Stars based on \( T' \);*/
6: \( S \leftarrow \text{StarsMerging}(S',\sigma) \);
7: /* Merge all Stars whenever possible*/
8: Return \( S \);

5.1 Mining All the Frequent Patterns of Vertice-Edge-Vertice

In the MinsMining\((G, EC, \sigma)\) algorithm, for every two event classes, we should get all the patterns of vertice-edge-vertice and all their corresponding instances in \( G \), here an instance of an pattern is just a physical occurrence of the pattern.

As is shown in Fig 2, \( A \xrightarrow{R_f} B \) is a vertice-edge-vertice pattern, the frequency that the physical events in one event class \( A \) has the event relationship \( R_f \) with the physical events in another \( B \) in the event relationship graph \( G \) must be beyond the threshold \( \sigma \), \( R_f \) is one of the three relationships we defined ahead.

The generation of a pattern \( A \xrightarrow{R_f} B \) and its instances is illustrated in Fig 2, in which \( \epsilon_i \) refers to an physical event, \( ec_i \) refers to an event class the label of which is \( B \) and \( \sigma \) is set to 2.

5.2 Mining All the Patterns of Stars

In the algorithm 1, the StarsMining\((G, T', \sigma)\) algorithm is to generate all the patterns of Stars and their corresponding instances based on all the vertice-edge-vertice patterns produced ahead.

Just as Fig 3 illustrated, the so called Star is just a pattern the number of occurrence of which in the event relationship graph is beyond \( \sigma \) and in which a vertice serves as the center, 1 is the radius, the edge represent one of three kinds of event relationships and the direction of edge is optional which can point to or be away from the center. In Fig 3, the label of \( \epsilon_1 \) and \( \epsilon_2 \) is \( B \), the corresponding label of \( \epsilon_7 \) and \( \epsilon_8 \) is \( D \) etc.

Then we propose an efficient method to mine all the stars based on all the vertice-edge-vertice patterns, as shown in Algorithm 2.

In the algorithm 2, in line 5, the function find\((C, L_i)\) is to find all the vertice-edge-vertice pattern that have a vertex with the label \( L_i \). In line 10, the function Count\((T[i], T[j])\) is to
count the number of the same physical events that the label \( L_i \) in \( T[i] \) and \( T[j] \) stands for and judge whether the number is beyond \( \sigma \). In line 13, the function \( \text{Merge}(T[i], T[j], T') \) is to merge \( T[i] \) and \( T[j] \) if the number is beyond \( \sigma \). In line 14, the function \( \text{Check}(T, S') \) is to put all the patterns which has never been merged into \( S' \). Ultimately, the \( S' \) stores all the stars centered by \( L_i \), for example, the stars centered by label \( A \) are named like Star(A1), Star(A2) etc according to the different physical events set that the label \( A \) stands for. In the algorithm 2, we shall finally find all the Star patterns.

In this paper, Stars could help efficiently mine the periodic traces due to the following reasons:

1. Stars reduce the heavy cost of the calculation of support of a pattern.
   Judging whether two patterns can be merged, what we only need to do is to determine which Star the merging bases on and further confirm the number of the same physical events that the center label of the Star stand for. The number is the support of the merged pattern, which could greatly reduce the heavy cost of the calculation of support of a pattern.

2. Stars reduce the complexity of merging.
   The inherent character of Stars with one label as the center makes the merging of pattern convenient. To merge a star, a pattern is just to judge whether one of the borders of the pattern can merge with the star. And the merging makes the patterns grow by Stars
deviating from the existing edge-by-edge pattern-growth way \[14\], which greatly improve the efficiency of merging.

The last and most important step of generating the periodic traces is to merge the Stars, details is shown in 5.3.

5.3 Generating Periodic Traces

To discover all the periodic traces, the last step is to merge all the Stars. Then an efficient method StarsMerging() is proposed to merge all the Stars that can be merged until no more frequent patterns can be found. Although the number of underlying periodic traces is usually unknown, the algorithm StarsMerging() could at the same time determine the optimal number of periodic traces while generating all the periodic traces, details shown in Algorithm 3.

\( S \) is implemented as a queue into which all the Stars are put. Star(\( S \)) (line 3) points to the current Star to be dealt with. \( p \).border (line 6) points to all the boundaries of the pattern \( p \). The function compare(\( b, s \)) (line 10) is to count the number of the same physical events that the vertice \( b \) and the center of \( s \) stand for.

At line 4–13, each current Star as far as possible merges the Stars in \( S \) through checking it’s borders one by one until no stars can be merged to. The function cleanUp(\( S, \sigma \)) (line 21) is employed to clean all the stars that has been merged and the number of remainder physical events of the center vertice is not beyond \( \sigma \) from \( S \).

Compared with the algorithm in literature [7], our algorithm is more effective and efficient. In Our algorithm, a pattern with 4 Stars just need 3 merging without additional patterns generated, which does not generated any redundant patterns and does not need any additional merging,
Algorithm 2 The StarsMining algorithm

**Require:** input all the vertex-edge-vertex pattern \( C\{C_1, C_2, C_3, \ldots, C_i, \ldots, C_e\} \), all the instances of \( C \), all the labels \( L\{L_1, L_2, L_3, \ldots, L_i, \ldots, L_f\} \) appears in \( C \), support threshold \( \sigma \).

**Ensure:** all the Stars \( S \).

1: Initialize \( S \leftarrow \Phi \);
2: for \( i = 1 \) to \( f \) do
3: \( S' \leftarrow \Phi \);
4: flag = false;
5: \( T \leftarrow \text{find}(C, L_i) \)
   /*find all the vertex-edge-vertex patterns that have a vertex with the label \( L_i \)/
6: repeat
7: \( T' \leftarrow \Phi \);
8: for \( i = 0 \) to \( T \cdot \text{length} \) do
9:   for \( j = i + 1 \) to \( T \cdot \text{length} \) do
10:   \( n \leftarrow \text{Count}(T[i], T[j]) \);
   /*to count the number of the same physical events that the label \( L_i \) in \( T[i] \) and \( T[j] \) stands for*/
11: if \( n \geq \sigma \) then
12:   flag = true;
13:   Merge\((T[i], T[j], T)\); /*add the merged pattern to \( T' \*/
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: \( \text{Check}(T, S') \)
   /*all the pattern in which the number of the physical events that label \( L_i \) stand for is beyond \( \sigma \) and which hasn’t been merged are put into \( S' \*/
18: \( T = T' \)
19: until flag /* the merger is completed*/
20: \( S' = S' \cup T' \);
21: \( S = S \cup S' \);
22: end for
23: return \( S \)

while the algorithm in [7] averagely needs 5 additional patterns generated and needs 6 merging. With the number of Stars growing, more obvious advantages are shown in our algorithm.

More details of the comparison with [7] are shown in Section 6.

6 Experiments

In this section, we performed extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our algorithm of mining the periodic traces on synthetic data. All experiments were done on a 2.8GHz Intel Pentium IV PC with 1GB main memory, operating system Windows XP. Our algorithm is implemented in Python 2.7.

The mining of periodic traces is experimented on a single graph which is generated by the Erdős - Rényi random network model. The Erdős - Rényi model is a well-known model to generate random graphs. Using the G\((n, p)\) function, our synthetic single graph is constructed.
Algorithm 3 StarsMerging

Require: All the Stars queue $S$, support threshold $\sigma$.

Ensure: The periodic traces $S'$.

1: $S' \leftarrow \Phi$
2: while $S$.length $> 0$ do
3: $p = \text{Star}(S)$; /* select one star from $S'$*/
4: while true do
5: flag = false; /* a flag whether merge happened*/
6: border $\leftarrow p$.border; /* check the borders of $p$ one by one*/
7: for $b$ in border do
8: ss $= \text{lookupS}(b)$; /* find all the stars of which the label of the center vertice is $b$*/
9: for $s$ in ss do
10: $n = \text{compare}(b, s)$ /* count the same physical events that the vertice $b$ and the center vertice of $s$ stand for*/
11: if $n > \sigma$ then
12: $p$.merge($s$);
13: flag = true;
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: if !flag then
18: break;
19: end if
20: end while
21: $S' = S' \cup p$; /* put these patterns that don’t grow to $S'$*/
22: cleanUp($S, \sigma$);
23: end while
24: return $S'$

However, the graph generated by the Erdős - Rényi model is an undirected graph, which is different from our event relationship graph which is a directed graph. So some changes made based on the Erdős - Rényi model is that 0.5 probability is adopted to decide the direction of the edge. Besides, the labels of vertices and the labels of edges are distributed randomly under the condition that labels of any two adjacent vertices can’t be identical.

In the experiment, in order to calculate the recall and precision ratio, a set of large patterns as well as a set of small patterns are injected into the graph. Our goal is to find all the large frequent patterns and all the small patterns from the big graph. Nowadays despite lots of studies in graph mining, few algorithms are capable of the mining task in a big single graph due to the exponentially high combinatorial complexity and support computation. And since Spidermine [7] has been compared with the other algorithms (SEuS [16] (version 1.0), MoSS [17] (version 5.3) and ORIGAMI [18]) and shows a tremendous advantage in efficiency and effectiveness, we just compare our algorithm with Spidermine and the well-known SUBDUE [15] (version 5.2.2), which is a classic approximate algorithm on a single graph.

Firstly, we generate 4 different data sets (labeled Data 1 to 4) with varied parameter settings referring to [7]. The description of the data sets is given in Fig 4. The details of the parameters is given as follows. $|V|$ is the number of vertices. $l_v$ is the number of vertex labels and $l_e$ is...
the number of edge labels. $d$ is the average degree. $|V_L|$ (or $|V_S|$) is the number of vertices of each injected large (resp. small) pattern. $m$ (or $n$) is the number of large (resp. small) patterns injected. $e_L$ (or $e_S$) is the number of instances of each large (resp. small) pattern injected.

We implement the SpiderMine [7] according to its algorithms in python. But a little changes are made to SpiderMine, because SpiderMine is designed for undirected graph without labels for its edges while our graph is directed with labeled edges. At same times, SpiderMine is to mine top $K$ large patterns from a big graph. Here we set $K = 5$, $D_{max} = 4$.

Figs 5 to 8 show the distribution of patterns mined by SpiderMine, SUBDUE and our algorithm TracesMining for different data sets in Fig 4. The minimum support threshold is set to 2.

In Figs 5, 6, 7 and 8, we can see that compared with SpiderMine() and SUBDUE, our algorithm, TracesMining could mine all the large periodic traces and most small periodic traces injected into the graph. While SpiderMine() focus on the large patterns in four different data sets and SUBDUE tends to mine smaller patterns.
In Figs 9 and 10, TracesMining shows a tremendous advantage compared with SpiderMine and SUBDUE in both large and small patterns mining. SpiderMine is good at mining large patterns and SUBDUE tends to mine smaller patterns with the growing of graph, which fully illustrate that SpiderMine() and SUBDUE don’t suit our task to find all the periodic traces.

Since SpiderMine has compare the run time with SUBDUE in [7], the runtime comparison of SpiderMine and TracesMining is shown in Fig 9 on the three data sets. We can see that in runtime, our algorithm has a clear advantage over SpiderMine.

### 7 Conclusion

In this paper, we address an important and difficult problem: Mining Periodic Traces of an entity on web. We propose a novel and efficient framework to solve the aforementioned problem. Our algorithm achieves its efficiency through deviating from the existing edge-by-edge pattern-growth framework and reducing the heavy cost of the calculation of the support of a pattern and avoiding the production of lots of redundant patterns. In addition, our algorithm could mine all the large periodic traces and most small periodic traces. Experiments demonstrate the efficiency as well as scalability of our algorithm.
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